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Stargate Roundtable Call
INFORMATION REGARDING CALLS PRESENTED AND/OR SUPPORTED BY
2013 RAINBOW ROUND TABLE

TO ACCESS THE THREE WEEKLY CALLS via the Internet
A BBS RADIO Go To www.bbsradio.com; click on Talk Radio Station #2; click on “64K Listen”

Thursday:

9 pm – 12:00 pm EST Stargate Round Table

Friday:

9 pm – 2 am EST

Host: Marietta Robert

Friday Night Hard News

Hosts: T & R

Saturday: 4:30 pm – 2 am EST History of our Galactic World & NESARA Hosts: T & R
Friday, Saturday: From 10 – 11 pm EST, for one hour, the call moves to the Conference Call Line
[PIN below] and then returns to BBS Radio.

• Use the following phone numbers to ask questions or make comments during the radio show.
530 - 413 - 9537 [Line 1]
530 - 763 - 1594 [Line 2]
530 - 646 - 4187 [Line 3]
530 - 876 - 9146 [Analog 4]
• BBS Toll Free # in Canada, US 1 – 888-429-5471 - picks up whichever line is available.
B Conference Call
C Skype
D

1-860-970-0300

Thursday PIN #
Friday PIN #
Saturday PIN #

87 87 87#
23 23 23#
13 72 9#

BBSradio2

Archives for the 3 Programs listed above
● To access the FREE BBS archives for any of these programs:
• Go to BBSRadio.com; scroll down the column on the left hand side and click on “Live Radio Shows”
• The next page which comes up lists the programs alphabetically under the picture of the presenter. Find
MariettaRobert's picture: Stargate Roundtable with Marietta Pickett and click on “Library Archives”.
• The page which comes up is the familiar one; click on "Save link as" and the archive will download to the
site you indicate on your computer , or you can listen to the program directly.
● The 2013 Round Table website also has an archive section:

http://2013rainbowroundtable.ning.com/

look under the “Archives” tab for written notes.

● Listen-in live 24/7 via conference phone dial 716-748-0144

II
A

TO ACCESS OTHER CALLS SUPPORTED BY 2013 Rainbow Roundtable
Sunday, Mondays: 9 – 10:30 EST

Cheryl Croci's Activation Calls
By telephone only: 1 – 860-970-0300; PIN 9467441#

Tuesdays, 2Nd & 4th of each month:
Ashtar on the Road
9:30 – 11:00 pm EST Host is Fran; Susan Leland channels Ashtar, Sekhmet & others
www.Ashtarontheroad.com
▪ Phone Number: 1 – 559 – 726 – 1300; PIN 163731#
▪ Call is free [except for long distance charges]
▪ Can also listen to the call via Skype
C Wednesdays: 7:00 – 9:00 EST
The Friends of The Aboriginal Moabite Nation Call
By telephone only:
1–712-432-0900
PIN 666238#
Replay # [good for 1 week] 1-712- 432-0990
PIN 666238#
B
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Host:

MariettaRobert

Meditation:

Angelsu

Mayan Calendar:

Rainbird
Go to Spacestationplaza.com – to locate specific days & lots
more information: just keep scrolling down!
This is the beginning of a new wave: we set our intentions
• Gifts: communication with the divine, access to cosmic consciousness; good time to get rid of restriction,
hesitation
• the seen and the unseen are our playing fields; we are a spiritual warrior, not a militiary soldier.
Words For CIB: Warrior; question; fearlessness
Words For 1: attract, purpose, unify
29th Thurs – 1 CIB 1 is the unity work; CIB i[Keeb] is the yellow magnetic warrior; we'll be modelling
our integrity & impeccability for the next week; we do cosmic consciousness work
30th Fri – 2 CABAN; portal day; 2 is duality, polarity; Caban the earth is also a portal day – go outside and
be with the earth – a multi dimensional day
31st Sat – 3 ETZNAB – the mirror, the cutting tool; 3 is electric
Feb 1st Sun – 4 CAUAC – 4 is stability; Cauac - lighting clear thought; the lightening energy
2nd Mon – 5 AHAU – we finish the 20 days with Ahau, the Christ Consciousness energy; 5 is the centred
movement
3rd Tues – 6 IMIX – FULL MOON: we start the 11th unial in this matrix so there are 60 more days to finish
this matrix.
4th Wed - 7 IK - 7 is resonance, communication; IK is the wind the voices of our ancestors, our guides
5th Thurs - 8 AKBAL – a portal day ; working in protection of the night with our abundance; fine-tuning our
relationships with a multidimensional portal day aspects
Annie Rose/Astrology
• 4 major eclipses in 2015
• April 4th full moon, total lunar
• Sept 13th partial solar eclipse, new moon
• Sept 28 a fullmoon, total lunar eclipse

•
•
•
•

March 20th – total solar eclispe, new moon; equinox
June 21st Solstice
Sept 23rd equinox
Dec 21st 2015 – solstice

Hard News:
T: the shenanigans just keep on going!
R: spoke with L M Nada, who is from Lebanon
• The story is about this man, just like Henry Kissenger, is a sham and is playing with the construct
of lethal force; Netanyah has declared Hezbollah to be terrorists; HE is the terrorist
• the land they attacked from is part of the Golan Heights which is part of Syria, yet the farm they
attacked from is part of Lebanon – it's where all places come together and basically Israel
stole it all. Syria and Lebanon have an agreement
• What Israel did to Gaza, they are considering doing to Lebanon!
LM Nada: said that he is the real war criminal & this goes back to 9 /11 and the Bush/Clinton crime
family and why are they not behind bars?
• Angelina Joli went to Iraq in 2007 and just returned from her latest visit: what she saw is atrocious and
talked of unbelievable stories; goes back to the Bush / Clinton crime family.
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Greece: what is going on in Greece was instigated by the US, Goldman Sachs and Henry Paulson
Reading: the story by Greg Palast that is put out by many people and papers – not true!
Lazy Ouzo-seilling, Olive-pit spitting Greeks or How Goldman sacked Greece [SEE BELOW]
T: with commentary from both
• Thom Hartmann updated the situation today: the Greek people work harder than other in the
industrial nations: they lost their health care; they got their pensions cut by 25% making pensioners
homeless; increase in TB – people getting sicker; society being degraded.
• All social systems were removed – a humanitarian crisis!
• The debt has risen to $14,000 per family!
• Need to read his book in order to get a full picture of “The Beasts”
• She read the article because the story in Greece is on the table thanks to Goldman Sachs – all that is
coming up has to lead up to 9/11
• Loretta Lynch: will not go after banksters; she's completely against legalizing marijauna on a federal
basis; she is for the death penalty
• We need Patrick Fitzgerald to show up soon! MR: what's going on behind the scenes re Fitz?
• This is connected to the Bush Clinton crime family who got immunity until late 2016, early 2017
• they cannot be charged for anything they did, including 9 /11 – does not know how it was done
• R thinks it had to do with Judge Roberts, Mr Opus Dei himself! And he doesn't do anything by himself
• this is why we need galactic intervention.
• When Fitzpatrick indicted Scooter Libby, he had to drive around in a bullet-proof Mercedes and had
guards up the ying-yang – Libby was pardoned by Bush Jr.
L M Nada: lots of people got in the face of John McCain at the hearing today: he called Medea Benjamiin
and Code Pink the scum of the earth; Kissenger was in the courtroom – after McCain had the
protestors taken out, he went and hugged Kissenger, a hologram!
• They were saying to have Kissenger arrested as a war criminal. Kissenger is McCain's handler
from the time JM was in the war.
• Kissenger was responsible for the operation in Laos, Cambodia, East Timor, Indonesia – was in charge
of sending the Indonesian soliders into East Timor and killed 1/3 of the people of that country.
• Was friends with Pinochet – he arranged the assassination of Allende; Pinochet just took orders.
• Gen Pinochet was taken to London to be tried, but they made sure he was dead
• Pretty scary if you don't know there is something else going on behind the scenes.
About Jordanian, Japanese people being threatened:
L M NADA assured them again that no one is dead; T & R are not being told what is going on exactly –
thinks they might be clones.
Rick Perry: has been refused twice by a Repulican judge in his motion to dismiss the charges against him
for embezzlement, fraud other things; no longer a governor, yet still thinks he can act with impunity
• Under all of these stories: it's like a holodeck program - It is unbelievable what all these guys are acting
like, thinking like.
R: a hair's breadth away from full disclosure which will fundamentally change how we talk to each other
T: full disclosure has to come at the same time as the arrests!
R: Enshallah!
Caller: a bit disappointed with the idea of the arrest: how did these ones get immunity?
• The 13 families do what they want; there is no respect for any law, and they go through the Vatican which
considers itself above all the rest!
Caller: wants people to get out in force on Twitter and e-mail – a campaign to get these characters
arrested!
MR: what are you going to do about it?
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Caller: Will start a Twitter campaign – these characters need to be in jail! Why are people turning a blind
eye? Time to open your mouth! They must be brought to justice
T: lots of people are not here because they said this – must be done in great numbers.
Greece: we don't know the horrors they have gone through and are going through
• the name “Sryza” means extreme radical left
• This has to do with Goldman Sachs, hank Paulson, Jamie Diamon
• In the higher perspective:
• Greece can take down the whole Euro zone: the Euro is $1.12 to the US $1 – it is below par and
when it goes out, it will not come back.
• Time for the people to rise up much more against this inhumane treatment – which was planned.
• This 4th Reich is the 3rd Reich on steroids in the economic venue: The 3rd Reich has infiltrated the
Republican party via the Koch Bros and others who are using economic holocaust
• Greece is in worse shape than the US was in 1929
• The Great Depression was done on purpose: Rev Noble Drew Ali, the Moorish prophet and
representative of the people of colour – another piece of history that's been cut out of the books
– the original land was of people of the black race before the Native Americans who were actually
that colour too iin their earlier ancestral background
Leslie Marshall show: Cornell West was guest
• they want to put teachers in jail for teaching what Rama has shared
• want to make it a misdemeanor which is related to treason: “high crimes and misdemeanours”
• Have to teach the lie or go to prison if you are a teacher.
Greece: the new prime minister is standing up to the oligarchal arrangement of the Euro zone and
demanding a large cut in the monies owed.
• Refers back to the article just read: how did it happen? the Greece politicians and the US
banksters were in cahoots; the Greek politicians pulled in a lot of money for their own benefit at the
expense of Greece. This article needs to be known more widely.
Salt Lake City, Utah – has the highest suicide rate in the US
• Utah has always ranked #1 in depression index
• in 2014 495 suicides and 900,000 claims for anti depressants
• Dr Renshaw said altitude affects the chemistry of the brain – changes something in the energy
compounds of the brain, and affects the neuro transmitters in the brain: seratonin and dopomine
• by altering the amount of these neuro transmitters can make some happier, others depressed.
Rock Hill, SC – a key moment in the Civil Rights Movement – 1961
Reading: 2015-01-28 Friendship 9 civil-rights era convictions thrown out (+video) [SEE BELOW]
Guest segment: Video
Frequency : The Secrets & Science of Sound (2014)
YouTube - Published on 24 Dec 2014
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=h9TtsJ33kCA
Frequency is a new original documentary exploring the mysterious world of sound. The Secrets & Science of
Sound explores the areas of Binaural Beats, Synesthesia and Cymatics with a hope to further understand to
what extent sound can affect the human brain and body. Binaural beats is a process in which brainwave activity
can be altered at will using sound, Synesthesia is a bizarre condition in which sound can be perceived as colour
and Cymatics is the world of sound made visible. These exciting and fascinating areas will hopefully expand our
future understanding of the creative and potentially destructive power of sound and how in many ways we are
always being affected by Frequency.

Music by Jazz Spastiks

www.bandcamp.com/jazzspastiks

NB: The machine voice is that of Stephen Hawkings who uses the machine to talk.
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Hard News:
T: some pretty hairy things going on in terms of the emanations from the Republican party – we must
• realize that this is a symptom of a societal malady that has made things come to this point
• the echoes of slavery have embedded themselves even more deeply in terms of economic
slavery, in the economic realm, in the psychological realm, and the imprint of constant war with its
incessant drum beat
• a real rumble going on in terms of Ukraine: they really want to see something happen there!
R: they want to create a cold war scenario leading to a hot war!
• Ashtar has said NO NUKES; yet they are playing around with the equivalency of 1000s of
pounds of other kinds of explosives, and depleted uranium and combinations of things
• Even Harper is pushing for the Nazi story: wants all of Canada to adopt the Nazi story
R: Lord Kryon of Magnetic Service told Rama: that when one man stood up and claimed he was god, it
did not go so well for him! [Hitler who is contained - this is still being played out.]
• We have something called Hydra still running around.
Reading: 2014, Nov 27 Harper Government Embraces Nazism? Canada Votes against UN
Resolution Condemning “The Glorification of Nazism”
[SEE BELOW]
• What is being said is that behind the scenes, the 13 families want to control Ukraine and make it a
NATO country and if someone goes over to talk to Putin, things are not “good”.
• The president of Ukraine is a Nazi, collaborating with John McCain and Abe.
• Did LM Nada say anything about Merkel appearing before the World Court? NO
T: Mr Beohner said he didn't know he was violating the constitution by inviting Netanyahu to the US over
Obama's head! A likely story!
Article 2, Section 2, Sentence 2; the president shall have the power with the advice and consent of the
Senate to appoint ambassadors, speakers, and counsels, judges of the Surpreme Court and
all other officers of the United States
• to fill up all vacancies that shall occur during the recess
• during the Easter holidays of 2007, Congress was never closed: they kept it open by coming in
in every 3 days and hittting the gavel so Bush could not make appointments during the recess.
• Discussion about Obama doing the same; he does what St Germaine says.
Reading: Logan Act
[SEE BELOW]
T: this problem is huge, as he has done many crimes!
• What did LM Nada say about removing Mr Beohner?
R: He will be nailed for the hedge funds and other games he played
• but in his official capacity, he committed a crime: Isn't the Congress going to do something about this?
• R is not being given dates or specifics just that something is happening.
• T wants things to be visible on the screen – R has no idea!
• Boehner wants Netanyahu to come to Congress to discuss going to war with Iran!
• There have been opposite effects to this: members of the Senate and Congress, because of what
they saw with Mr Boehner, have voted against doing the sanctions; have put off making a decision
to April, waiting to see what can be gained by negotiation.
• Netanyahu is losing favour in his own country
• In a TV interview, Obama said it is not traditional to speak to a leader who is close to elections in his own
country, and the election is 2 weeks off in Israel when he comes here.
• The campaign fund money for 90% of the election is coming from Republicans, the ALEC group, Shelly
Adelson – the world will be witnessing all these realities!
• The only scary thing about Boehner losing his office could mean that the Klu Klux Klan guy could get in!
[Scalese – the one who spoke to the Klu Klux Klan a few years ago and claimed he did not know
this]
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T: brings up the story of the 15 year old girl who walked into the police station and said she had a weapon,
but not what. In the end, she was killed by police because she refused to submit – she had bi-polar
conditon and other mental stituations
Reading:
SHE DOES NOT FINISH READING THIS.
2015-01-27 How Israeli High-Tech Security Firms Are Turning the U.S.- Mexico Border into a “New
Kind of Hell”
[SEE BELOW]
Reading: Reads a bit of Ben Fulord's latest, with comments.

[SEE BELOW]

Reading: I Ching For The Week of January 26, 2015

[SEE BELOW]

Mother Sekhmet / Alcyone come to do the closing.
Reading: Democracy Now headline from today
Gorbachev: Ukraine Crisis Could Turn into All-Out War
Former Soviet leader Mikhail Gorbachev is warning the confrontation in Ukraine could turn into an
all-out war between Russia and the West. Gorbachev accused the West of dragging Russia into a
new Cold War. "I can no longer say that this Cold War will not lead to a 'Hot War,'" he said. "I fear
that they could risk it." More than 5,000 people have been killed in fighting between Ukrainian forces
and pro-Russian separatists in eastern Ukraine. On Wednesday, U.S. Treasury Secretary Jack Lew
traveled to Kiev to give Ukraine a $2 billion loan guarantee. Ukrainian Prime Minister Arseniy
Yatsenyuk met with Lew and thanked the United States for its support.
Arseniy Yatsenyuk: "We are together. We are defending the free world, and we are
defending freedoms and liberties of every human being in Ukraine and in the entire world.
So, this is the right way — this is the right way to do. And I would like to reiterate once again
that the United States is one of the strongest allies of Ukraine."
M/A: no nukes, we mean what we say! The Guardians of the Galaxy are here.
● Peace is the order of the day. All of the issues of what was just said holds not a candle to what already
IS; there is a wave of energy that has come forth. It changes everyting, everybody and it is already
affecting the surrounding 27 galaxies besides our own in this local sector of the Unvierse of
Nebadon
● Try as they might, the power of love overcomes the love of power. All we are saying is “give peace
a chance”
Greetings in the light of the most radiant One. Kadoish, Kadoish
Mother: remember who you are! Now is the time!
Let's get on the bridge tonight
R: love is the answer!
Music:
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INFORMATION RELATED TO THE NOTES
2011, Nov 6

Lazy Ouzo-Swilling, Olive-Pit Spitting Greeks Or, How Goldman Sacked Greece

http://www.gregpalast.com/lazy-ouzo-swilling-olive-pit-spitting-greeksor-how-goldman-sacked-greece/
by Greg Palast for In These Times
Here's what we're told: Greece
Greece's economy blew apart because a bunch of olive-spitting, ouzo-guzzling, lazy-ass Greeks refuse to
put in a full day's work, retire while they're still teenagers, pocket pensions fit for a pasha; and they've gone
on a social-services spending spree using borrowed money. Now that the bill has come due and the
Greeks have to pay with higher taxes and cuts in their big fat welfare state, they run riot, screaming in the
streets, busting windows and burning banks.
I don't buy it. I don't buy it because of the document in my hand marked, "RESTRICTED DISTRIBUTION."
I'll cut to the indictment: Greece is a crime scene. The people are victims of a fraud, a scam, a hustle and
a flim-flam. And––cover the children's ears when I say this––a bank named Goldman Sachs is holding the
smoking gun.
********
This is an adaptation of an excerpt from Vultures' Picnic, Greg Palast's new book, out next week, an
investigator's pursuit of petroleum pigs, power pirates and high-finance fraudsters. Read the first chapter or
just get the book here.
********
In 2002, Goldman Sachs secretly bought up €2.3 billion in Greek government debt, converted it all into yen
and dollars, then immediately sold it back to Greece.
Goldman took a huge loss on the trade.
Is Goldman that stupid?
Goldman is stupid—like a fox. The deal was a con, with Goldman making up a phony-baloney exchange
rate for the transaction. Why?
Goldman had cut a secret deal with the Greek government in power then. Their game: to conceal a
massive budget deficit. Goldman's fake loss was the Greek government's fake gain.
Goldman would get repayment of its “loss” from the government at loan-shark rates.
The point is, through this crazy and costly legerdemain, Greece's right-wing free-market government was
able to pretend its deficits never exceeded 3 percent of GDP.
Cool. Fraudulent but cool.
But flim-flam isn’t cheap these days: On top of murderous interest payments, Goldman charged the Greeks
over a quarter billion dollars in fees.
When the new Socialist government of George Papandreou came into office, they opened up the books
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and Goldman's bats flew out. Investors' went berserk, demanding monster interest rates to lend more
money to roll over this debt.
Greece's panicked bondholders rushed to buy insurance against the nation going bankrupt. The price of
the bond-bust insurance, called a credit default swap (or CDS), also shot through the roof. Who made a
big pile selling the CDS insurance? Goldman.
And those rotting bags of CDS's sold by Goldman and others? Didn't they know they were handing their
customers gold-painted turds?
That's Goldman's specialty. In 2007, at the same time banks were selling suspect CDS's and CDOs
(packaged sub-prime mortgage securities), Goldman held a “net short” position against these securities.
That is, Goldman was betting their financial "products" would end up in the toilet. Goldman picked up
another half a billion dollars on their "net short" scam.
But, instead of cuffing Goldman's CEO Lloyd Blankfein and parading him in a cage through the streets of
Athens, we have the victims of the frauds, the Greek people, blamed. Blamed and soaked for the cost of it.
The "spread" on Greek bonds (the term used for the risk premium paid on Greece's corrupted debt) has
now risen to — get ready for this––$14,000 per family per year.
Euro-nation, the secret Geithner memo, and the Ecuador connection
Why did the Greek government throw its nation's fate into Goldman's greasy hands? What the heck was in
the "RESTRICTED" document? And why did I have to take it to Geneva, to throw it down in front of the
Director-General of the WTO for authentication, a creepy French banker I otherwise wouldn't bother to spit
on, and then tear off to Quito to share it with the grateful President of Ecuador?
To give you all the answers would require me to write a book. I have: Vultures' Picnic––in Pursuit of
Petroleum Pigs, Power Pirates and High-Finance Fraudsters.
It's really quite important to me that you read it, that you get it now. That's a funny statement, I suppose,
from an author. But if you've been reading my stories in The Guardian or watching my reports on BBC
Newsnight, you've gotten the facts; but I really want to let you inside the investigations, to cross the
continents with me and follow down the leads so that you can get a full picture of The Beasts. The Beasts
and their trophy wives, intelligence agency go-fers, political concubines and bone-breakers. And besides,
it's enormous fun when it's not scary as sh*t.
********
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2015-01-28

Friendship 9 civil-rights era convictions thrown out (+video)

By RACHEL SOUTHMAYD
http://www.thestate.com/2015/01/28/3956020_friendship-9-civil-rights-era.html?rh=1

Friendship Nine members from left, Charles Taylor, Clarence Graham, Thomas Gaither, Willie McCleod,
Mack Workman, W.T. "Dub" Massey and David Williamson in 2011, 50 years after their lunch counter
protests. FILE, ANDY BURRISS — aburriss@heraldonline.com
Related Stories:
What they said after the convictions were vacated:
'Never felt guilty': Civil rights convictions tossed in SC
Rock Hill prosecutor in 1961 Friendship Nine case: ‘It wasn’t right’
ROCK HILL, S.C. — A group of South Carolina civil rights heroes had their moment in the sun on
Wednesday morning, as their 1961 convictions for sitting at a whites-only lunch counter were “vacated, null
and void, and set aside...dismissed with prejudice” in a Rock Hill courtroom.
“We cannot re-write history but we can right history,” said Circuit Court Judge John C. Hayes.
The Friendship Nine are guilty no more.
On Jan. 31, 1961, nine students at Rock Hill’s Friendship Junior College – David Williamson Jr., Willie T.
“Dub” Massey, Clarence Graham, James Wells, Willie McCleod, Mack Workman, John Gaines, Charles
Taylor and the late Robert McCullough – along with civil rights organizer Thomas Gaither were arrested for
sitting at a lunch counter at the McCrory’s department store in downtown Rock Hill. The next day, they were
convicted of trespassing, with attorney Ernest Finney at their sides.
Rather than pay the $100 bail, the men chose to spend 30 days doing hard labor on the York County
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Prison Farm. Only Taylor allowed the NAACP to pay his bail so he wouldn’t lose his athletic scholarship.
The civil rights movement of “Jail, No Bail” was born.
On Wednesday, Finney, 83, who was the first black chief justice of the South Carolina Supreme Court,
stood and once again represented the nine, along with another four people who were arrested and jailed
the next week after replicating the Friendship students’ activities.
Both Finney and the late Matthew Perry, who also represented the Friendship Nine, were civil rights heroes
themselves, Hayes said. Perry later became a U.S. District Court judge.
“Let the decision of the court today show the resolve of South Carolina to work together, to learn together
and to progress together and to ensure the promises set forth in our Constitution that all men are equal
under the law,” Finney said, as he asked the court to vacate the sentences.
Moments later, 16th Circuit Solicitor Kevin Brackett not only echoed Finney’s desires that the convictions
be vacated, but also spoke on behalf of the entire state.
“Allow me to extend my heartfelt apologies to each of you for what happened in 1961,” he said. “You are
my hero.”
In his decision, Hayes, whose uncle originally sentenced the men back in 1961, wrote “(The Friendship
Nine) were prosecuted solely based on their race...Such prosecution is on its face unjust under any
definition.”
After Hayes read his decision, Brackett made an unusual request. Typically, he said, when a conviction is
thrown out, a person’s record is expunged. But in this case, he, along with Finney and the Friendship Nine,
thought it would be appropriate to leave their records as-is, so history would remember their courageous
acts.
Hayes agreed, and said a copy of his decision would be attached to the court records from 1961. So for the
rest of time, anyone who looks at the records will see the charges were thrown out.
In a news conference after the hearing, Clarence Graham, a Friendship Nine member who was 19 years
old at the time of his arrest, became emotional as he talked about meeting a woman on Tuesday who was
at McCrory’s on Jan. 31, 1961, when Graham and the others were arrested.
“She said, ‘I’m so sorry but I didn’t know what to do,’” he said.
Graham said the Friendship Nine’s legacy is far from finished. The group plans to continue to work for the
advancement of equality and the betterment of society.
On Wednesday afternoon, the Rev. Jesse Jackson, a famed civil rights activist and two-time presidential
candidate who watched the hearing from Chicago, called the vacating of the Friendship Nine’s convictions
“a story of redemption and reconciliation.”
“These sacrificial giants pulled down the ‘Cotton Curtain’ and built a bridge for the New South,” Jackson
said of the men.
Between the news of the Friendship Nine and the movie, “Selma,” Jackson said a new generation of
heroes is being introduced to America’s young people. People like the Friendship Nine are “the best
representatives of our generation,” he said.
One of the highest-profile attendees in the courtroom on Wednesday was Dr. Bernice King, daughter of the
Rev. Martin Luther King Jr. Bernice King was contacted by Kim Johnson, the author the children’s book, No
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Fear For Freedom: The Story of the Friendship Nine.
King called the hearing “a monumental day, for not just civil rights but human rights and human dignity.”
Vacating the convictions of the Friendship Nine would speak volumes to people demonstrating for civil
rights and justice both in the United States and around the world, she said.
Both King and Graham emphasized that non-violence, the method King preached and the Friendship Nine
followed, was the only way to bring about meaningful change.
“It’s a victory for nonviolence and an affirmation that nonviolence always, always wins in the end,” she said.
Friendship Nine's emotional encounter with a white woman
https://www.youtube.com/watch?x-yt-ts=1422503916&v=pVxKIGUT7jI&x-ytcl=85027636&feature=player_embedded
Friendship Nine supporter sings chain gang song
https://www.youtube.com/watch?x-yt-cl=85027636&v=q6YMP0dSoRQ&feature=player_embedded&x-ytts=1422503916
MLK daughter in Rock Hill for Friendship Nine hearing
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_jqk7pShPmM&x-yt-ts=1422503916&x-ytcl=85027636&feature=player_embedded
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2014, Nov 27 Harper Government Embraces Nazism? Canada Votes against UN Resolution
Condemning “The Glorification of Nazism”
By Mark Taliano
Global Research, November 27, 2014
stephen-harper-watched-by-obama

Canada’s embrace of Nazism should come as no surprise to conscious Canadians.
We are still reeling from the successful “renovation” of our indigenous Progressive Conservative Party,
which has now been transformed into the extremist CPC government, dominated by its Prime Minister, or,
as many would say, its Crime Minister, Stephen Harper.
Most recently, Canada distinguished itself by voting against a U.N resolution condemning the glorification of
Nazism. No doubt CPC apologists will use any number of convoluted rationalizations to approve the
decision, but such a vote remains antithetical to what Canada should be.
Other external manifestations of the fascistic CPC government – and the courtesan corporate media’s
suppression of the truth – are manifest in the government’s unequivocal support of a Nazi-infested illegal
regime in Kiev, Ukraine.
According to John Parry in “A Shadow U.S Foreign Policy”, ousted Ukrainian President Viktor
Yanukovych won the election in 2010 “in balloting viewed by international observers as fair and reflecting
the choices of most Ukrainian voters”.
However once Yanukovych refused a closer association with the European Union through “trade
agreements” and “economic reforms” his legitimacy became a mere obstacle to overcome.
A “shadow government”, funded by the West, including Canada, triggered violent protests, the massacre at
Odessa, and the on-going slaughters to this day, as Kiev tries to conquer all of Ukraine at the behest of the
West and its agencies, including International Finance Institutions (IFIs) such as the IMF.
Suppressed evidence shouts that the Kiev junta’s unapologetic core is Nazi. The following is a list of neoNazi politicians, their Nazi affiliations, and the key positions they control in the junta government:
Andry Parubiy: Secretary of Ukrainian National Security and Defence Council. Parubiy founded the Social
National Party of Ukraine, a fascist party styled after Hitler’s Nazis. Eventually, the Social National Party
became the neo-fascist/neo-Nazi Svoboda party.
Oleh Tyahnybok: Leader of Svoboda
Dmytro Yarosh: Deputy Secretary of National Security. Leader of the Right Sector, Yarosh oversees the
armed forces with Parubiy. The Right Sector includes the far right Patriot of Ukraine group and the
paramilitary UNA-UNSO. Members parade in uniforms bearing far-right insignia, including the wolfsangel.
Oleksandr Sych: Deputy Prime Minister. Sych is a member of the Svoboda party.
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Andriy Mokhnyk: Ecology Ministry. Mokhnyk is Deputy Head of Svoboda.
Ihor Shvaika: Agriculture Minister. Shvaika is also a member of Svoboda.
Oleh Makhnitsky: Acting Prosecutor General. Makhnitsky is a Svoboda member.
(Source: http://www.liveleak.com/view?i=1be_1394044181)
Western media paints Russia’s Vladimir Putin as the villain because he clearly understands the internal
machinations of the NATO warmongers and acts accordingly, to protect Russian interests.
Putin knows that the Soviet Union suffered grievous losses during the Second World War in its valiant fight
against the Nazi war machine. He has not forgotten, but the West, including Canada, apparently has.
Canada’s internal and external policies increasingly demonstrate our true colors: we have become agents
for extremism, terrorism, and imperial warfare. And we have forgotten the lessons of World War Two.
The CPC government’s proclamations to the contrary ring hollow.
By Mark Taliano, Citizen Editor, DailyClout
This article first appeared on Whatsupic
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THE LOGAN ACT
The Logan Act (18 U.S.C.A. § 953 [1948]) is a single federal statute making it a crime for a citizen to confer with
foreign governments against the interests of the United States. Specifically, it prohibits citizens from negotiating
with other nations on behalf of the United States without authorization.
Congress established the Logan Act in 1799, less than one year after passage of the Alien and Sedition Acts,
which authorized the arrest and deportation of Aliens and prohibited written communication defamatory to the
U.S. government. The 1799 act was named after Dr. George Logan. A prominent Republican and Quaker from
Pennsylvania, Logan did not draft or introduce the legislation that bears his name, but was involved in the
political climate that precipitated it.
In the late 1790s, a French trade embargo and jailing of U.S. seamen created animosity and unstable conditions
between the United States and France. Logan sailed to France in the hope of presenting options to its
government to improve relations with the United States and quell the growing anti-French sentiment in the
United States. France responded by lifting the embargo and releasing the captives. Logan's return to the United
States was marked by Republican praise and Federalist scorn. To prevent U.S. citizens from interfering with
negotiations between the United States and foreign governments in the future, the Adams administration quickly
introduced the bill that would become the Logan Act.
The Logan Act has remained almost unchanged and unused since its passage. The act is short and reads as
follows:
Any citizen of the United States, wherever he may be, who, without authority of the United
States, directly or indirectly commences or carries on any correspondence or intercourse with any
foreign government or any officer or agent thereof, with intent to influence the measures or
conduct of any foreign government or of any officer or agent thereof, in relation to any disputes or
controversies with the United States, or to defeat the measures of the United States, shall be
fined under this title or imprisoned not more than three years, or both.
This section shall not abridge the right of a citizen to apply, himself or his agent, to any foreign
government or the agents thereof for redress of any injury which he may have sustained from
such government or any of its agents or subjects.
The language of the act appears to encompass almost every communication between a U.S. citizen and a
foreign government considered an attempt to influence negotiations between their two countries. Because the
language is so broad in scope, legal scholars and judges have suggested that the Logan Act is unconstitutional.
Historically, the act has been used more as a threat to those engaged in various political activities than as a
weapon for prosecution. In fact, Logan Act violations have been discussed in almost every administration without
any serious attempt at enforcement, and to date there have been no convictions and only one recorded
indictment.
One example of the act's use as a threat of prosecution involved the Reverend jesse jackson. In 1984 Jackson
took well-publicized trips to Cuba and Nicaragua and returned with several Cuban political prisoners seeking
Asylum in the United States. President ronald reagan stated that Jackson's activities may have violated the law,
but Jackson was not pursued beyond a threat.
The only Logan Act indictment occurred in 1803. It involved a Kentucky newspaper article that argued for the
formation in the western United States of a separate nation allied to France. No prosecution followed.
Further readings
Kearney, Kevin M. 1987. "Private Citizens in Foreign Affairs: A Constitutional Analysis." Emory Law Journal 36
(winter).Roth, Brad R. 1993. "The First Amendment in the Foreign Affairs Realm: 'Domesticating' the Restrictions
on Citizen Participation." Temple Political and Civil Rights Law Review 2 (spring).
West's Encyclopedia of American Law, edition 2. Copyright 2008 The Gale Group, Inc. All rights reserved.
http://legal-dictionary.thefreedictionary.com/Logan+Act
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2015-01-27 How Israeli High-Tech Security Firms Are Turning the U.S.- Mexico Border into a “New
Kind of Hell”
U.S. borderlands are laboratories for nightmarish innovations.
By Todd Miller and Gabriel Schivone
Global Research, January 27, 2015
Alternet
http://www.globalresearch.ca/how-israeli-high-tech-securityfirms-are-turning-the-u-s-mexico-border-into-a-new-kind-ofhell/5427622
It was October 2012. Roei Elkabetz, a brigadier general for the
Israel Defense Forces (IDF), was explaining his country’s border
policing strategies. In his PowerPoint presentation, a photo of
the enclosure wall that isolates the Gaza Strip from Israel
clicked onscreen. “We have learned lots from Gaza,” he told the
audience. “It’s a great laboratory.”
Elkabetz was speaking at a border technology conference and fair surrounded by a dazzling display of
technology — the components of his boundary-building lab. There were surveillance balloons with high-powered
cameras floating over a desert-camouflaged armored vehicle made by Lockheed Martin. There were seismic
sensor systems used to detect the movement of people and other wonders of the modern border-policing world.
Around Elkabetz, you could see vivid examples of where the future of such policing was heading, as imagined
not by a dystopian science fiction writer but by some of the top corporate techno-innovators on the planet.
Swimming in a sea of border security, the brigadier general was, however, not surrounded by the Mediterranean
but by a parched West Texas landscape. He was in El Paso, a 10-minute walk from the wall that separates the
United States from Mexico.
Just a few more minutes on foot and Elkabetz could have watched green-striped U.S. Border Patrol vehicles
inching along the trickling Rio Grande in front of Ciudad Juarez, one of Mexico’s largest cities filled with U.S.
factories and the dead of that country’s drug wars. The Border Patrol agents whom the general might have
spotted were then being up-armored with a lethal combination of surveillance technologies, military hardware,
assault rifles, helicopters, and drones. This once-peaceful place was being transformed into what Timothy Dunn,
in his book The Militarization of the U.S. Mexico Border, terms a state of “low-intensity warfare.”
The Border Surge
On November 20, 2014, President Obama announced a series of executive actions on immigration reform.
Addressing the American people, he referred to bipartisan immigration legislation passed by the Senate in June
2013 that would, among other things, further up-armor the same landscape in what’s been termed — in
language adopted from recent U.S. war zones — a “border surge.” The president bemoaned the fact that the bill
had been stalled in the House of Representatives, hailing it as a “compromise” that “reflected common sense.” It
would, he pointed out, “have doubled the number of Border Patrol agents, while giving undocumented
immigrants a pathway to citizenship.”
In the wake of his announcement, including executive actions that would protect five to six million of those
immigrants from future deportation, the national debate was quickly framed as a conflict between Republicans
and Democrats. Missed in this partisan war of words was one thing: the initial executive action that Obama
announced involved a further militarization of the border supported by both parties.
“First,” the president said, “we’ll build on our progress at the border with additional resources for our law
enforcement personnel so that they can stem the flow of illegal crossings and speed the return of those who do
cross over.” Without further elaboration, he then moved on to other matters.
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If, however, the United States follows the “common sense” of the border-surge bill, the result could add more
than $40 billion dollars worth of agents, advanced technologies, walls, and other barriers to an already
unparalleled border enforcement apparatus. And a crucial signal would be sent to the private sector that, as the
trade magazine Homeland Security Today puts it, another “treasure trove” of profit is on the way for a border
control market already, according to the latest forecasts, in an “unprecedented boom period.”
Like the Gaza Strip for the Israelis, the U.S. borderlands, dubbed a “constitution-free zone” by the ACLU, are
becoming a vast open-air laboratory for tech companies. There, almost any form of surveillance and “security”
can be developed, tested, and showcased, as if in a militarized shopping mall, for other nations across the planet
to consider. In this fashion, border security is becoming a global industry and few corporate complexes can be
more pleased by this than the one that has developed in Elkabetz’s Israel.
“The Palestine-Mexico Border”
Consider the IDF brigadier general’s presence in El Paso two years ago an omen. After all, in February 2014,
Customs and Border Protection (CBP), the Department of Homeland Security (DHS) agency in charge of
policing our borders, contracted with Israel’s giant private military manufacturer Elbit Systems to build a “virtual
wall,” a technological barrier set back from the actual international divide in the Arizona desert. That company,
whose U.S.-traded stock shot up by 6% during Israel’s massive military operation against Gaza in the summer of
2014, will bring the same databank of technology used in Israel’s borderlands — Gaza and the West Bank — to
Southern Arizona through its subsidiary Elbit Systems of America.
With approximately 12,000 employees and, as it boasts, “10+ years securingthe world’s most challenging
borders,” Elbit produces an arsenal of “homeland security systems.” These include surveillance land vehicles,
mini-unmanned aerial systems, and “smart fences,” highly fortified steel barriers that have the ability to sense a
person’s touch or movement. In its role as lead system integrator for Israel’s border technology plan, the
company has already installed smart fences in the West Bank and the Golan Heights.
In Arizona, with up to a billion dollars potentially at its disposal, CBP has tasked Elbit with creating a “wall” of
“integrated fixed towers” containing the latest in cameras, radar, motion sensors, and control rooms.
Construction will start in the rugged, desert canyons around Nogales. Once a DHS evaluation deems that part of
the project effective, the rest will be built to monitor the full length of the state’s borderlands with Mexico. Keep in
mind, however, that these towers are only one part of a broader operation, the Arizona Border Surveillance
Technology Plan. At this stage, it’s essentially a blueprint for an unprecedented infrastructure of high-tech border
fortifications that has attracted the attention of many companies.
This is not the first time Israeli companies have been involved in a U.S. border build-up. In fact, in 2004, Elbit’s
Hermes drones were the first unmanned aerial vehicles to take to the skies topatrol the southern border. In 2007,
according to Naomi Klein in The Shock Doctrine, the Golan Group, an Israeli consulting company made up of
former IDF Special Forces officers,provided an intensive eight-day course for special DHS immigration agents
covering “everything from hand-to-hand combat to target practice to ‘getting proactive with their SUV.’” The
Israeli company NICE Systems evensupplied Arizona’s Joe Arpaio,“America’s toughest sheriff,” with a
surveillance system to watch one of his jails.
As such border cooperation intensified, journalist Jimmy Johnson coined the apt phrase “Palestine-Mexico
border” to catch what was happening. In 2012, Arizona state legislators, sensing the potential economic benefit
of this growing collaboration, declared their desert state and Israel to be natural “trade partners,” adding that it
was “a relationship we seek to enhance.”
In this way, the doors were opened to a new world order in which the United States and Israel are to become
partners in the “laboratory” that is the U.S.-Mexican borderlands. Its testing grounds are to be in Arizona. There,
largely through a program known as Global Advantage, American academic and corporate knowhow and
Mexican low-wage manufacturing are to fuse with Israel’s border and homeland security companies.
The Border: Open for Business
No one may frame the budding romance between Israel’s high-tech companies and Arizona better than Tucson
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Mayor Jonathan Rothschild. “If you go to Israel and you come to Southern Arizona and close your eyes and spin
yourself a few times,” he says, “you might not be able to tell the difference.”
Global Advantage is a business project based on a partnership between the University of Arizona’s Tech Parks
Arizona and the Offshore Group, a business advisory and housing firm which offers “nearshore solutions for
manufacturers of any size” just across the border in Mexico. Tech Parks Arizona has the lawyers, accountants,
and scholars, as well as the technical knowhow, to help any foreign company land softly and set up shop in the
state. It will aid that company in addressing legal issues, achieving regulatory compliance, and even finding
qualified employees — and through a program it’s called the Israel Business Initiative, Global Advantage has
identified its target country.
Think of it as the perfect example of a post-NAFTA world in which companies dedicated to stopping border
crossers are ever freer to cross the same borders themselves. In the spirit of free trade that created the NAFTA
treaty, the latest border fortification programs are designed to eliminate borders when it comes to letting hightech companies from across the seas set up in the United States and make use of Mexico’s manufacturing base
to create their products. While Israel and Arizona may be separated by thousands of miles, Rothschild assured
TomDispatch that in “economics, there are no borders.”
Of course, what the mayor appreciates, above all, is the way new border technology could bring money and jobs
into an area with a nearly 23% poverty rate. How those jobs might be created matters far less to him. According
to Molly Gilbert, the director of community engagement for the Tech Parks Arizona, “It’s really about
development, and we want to create technology jobs in our borderlands.”
So consider it anything but an irony that, in this developing global set of boundary-busting partnerships, the
factories that will produce the border fortresses designed by Elbit and other Israeli and U.S. high-tech firms will
mainly be located in Mexico. Ill-paid Mexican blue-collar workers will, then, manufacture the very components of
a future surveillance regime, which may well help locate, detain, arrest, incarcerate, and expel some of them if
they try to cross into the United States.
Think of Global Advantage as a multinational assembly line, a place where homeland security meets NAFTA.
Right now there are reportedly 10 to 20 Israeli companies in active discussion about joining the program. Bruce
Wright, the CEO of Tech Parks Arizona, tells TomDispatch that his organization has a “nondisclosure” agreement
with any companies that sign on and so cannot reveal their names.
Though cautious about officially claiming success for Global Advantage’s Israel Business Initiative, Wright brims
with optimism about his organization’s cross-national planning. As he talks in a conference room located on the
1,345-acre park on the southern outskirts of Tucson, it’s apparent that he’s buoyed by predictions that the
Homeland Security market will grow from a $51 billion annual business in 2012 to $81 billion in the United States
alone by 2020, and $544 billion worldwide by 2018.
Wright knows as well that submarkets for border-related products like video surveillance, non-lethal weaponry,
and people-screening technologies are all advancing rapidly and that the U.S. market for drones is poised to
create 70,000 new jobs by 2016. Partially fueling this growth is what the Associated Press calls an “unheralded
shift” to drone surveillance on the U.S. southern divide. More than 10,000 drone flights have been launched into
border air space since March 2013, with plans for many more, especially after the Border Patrol doubles its fleet.
When Wright speaks, it’s clear he knows that his park sits atop a twenty-first-century gold mine. As he sees it,
Southern Arizona, aided by his tech park, will become the perfect laboratory for the first cluster of border security
companies in North America. He’s not only thinking about the 57 southern Arizona companies already identified
as working in border security and management, but similar companies nationwide and across the globe,
especially in Israel.
In fact, Wright’s aim is to follow Israel’s lead, as it is now the number-one place for such groupings. In his case,
the Mexican border would simply replace that country’s highly marketed Palestinian testing grounds. The 18,000
linear feet that surround the tech park’s solar panel farm would, for example, be a perfect spot to test out motion
sensors. Companies could also deploy, evaluate, and test their products “in the field,” as he likes to say — that
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is, where real people are crossing real borders — just as Elbit Systems did before CBP gave it the contract.
“If we’re going to be in bed with the border on a day-to-day basis, with all of its problems and issues, and there’s
a solution to it,” Wright said in a 2012 interview, “why shouldn’t we be the place where the issue is solved and we
get the commercial benefit from it?”
From the Battlefield to the Border
When Naomi Weiner, project coordinator for the Israel Business Initiative, returned from a trip to that country with
University of Arizona researchers in tow, she couldn’t have been more enthusiastic about the possibilities for
collaboration. She arrived back in November, just a day before Obama announced his new executive actions —
a promising declaration for those, like her, in the business of bolstering border defenses.
“We’ve chosen areas where Israel is very strong and Southern Arizona is very strong,” Weiner explained to
TomDispatch, pointing to the surveillance industry “synergy” between the two places. For example, one firm her
team met with in Israel was Brightway Vision, a subsidiary of Elbit Systems. If it decides to set up shop in
Arizona, it could use tech park expertise to further develop and refine its thermal imaging cameras and goggles,
while exploring ways to repurpose those military products for border surveillance applications. The Offshore
Group would then manufacture the cameras and goggles in Mexico.
Arizona, as Weiner puts it, possesses the “complete package” for such Israeli companies. “We’re sitting right on
the border, close to Fort Huachuca,” a nearby military base where, among other things, technicians control the
drones surveilling the borderlands. “We have the relationship with Customs and Border Protection, so there’s a
lot going on here. And we’re also the Center of Excellence on Homeland Security.”
Weiner is referring to the fact that, in 2008, DHS designated the University of Arizona the lead school for the
Center of Excellence on Border Security and Immigration. Thanks to that, it has since received millions of dollars
in federal grants. Focusing on research and development of border-policing technologies, the center is a place
where, among other things, engineers are studying locust wings in order to create miniature drones equipped
with cameras that can get into the tiniest of spaces near ground level, while large drones like the Predator B
continue to buzz over the borderlands at 30,000 feet (despite the fact that a recent audit by the inspector general
of homeland security found them a waste of money).
Although the Arizona-Israeli romance is still in the courtship stage, excitement about its possibilities is growing.
Officials from Tech Parks Arizona see Global Advantage as the perfect way to strengthen the U.S.-Israel “special
relationship.” There is no other place in the world with a higher concentration of homeland security tech
companies than Israel. Six hundred tech start-ups are launched in Tel Aviv alone every year. During the Gaza
offensive last summer, Bloomberg reported that investment in such companies had “actually accelerated.”
However, despite the periodic military operations in Gaza and the incessant build-up of the Israeli homeland
security regime, there are serious limitations to the local market.
The Israeli Ministry of Economy is painfully aware of this. Its officials know that the growth of the Israeli economy
is “largely fueled by a steady increase in exports and foreign investment.” The government coddles, cultivates,
and supports these start-up tech companies until their products are market-ready. Among them have been
innovations like the “skunk,” a liquid with a putrid odor meant to stop unruly crowds in their tracks. The ministry
has also been successful in taking such products to market across the globe. In the decade following 9/11, sales
of Israeli “security exports” rose from $2 billion to $7 billion annually.
Israeli companies have sold surveillance drones to Latin American countries like Mexico, Chile, and Colombia,
and massive security systems to India and Brazil, where an electro-optic surveillance system will be deployed
along the country’s borders with Paraguay and Bolivia. They have also been involved in preparations for policing
the 2016 Olympics in Brazil. The products of Elbit Systems and its subsidiaries are now in use from the Americas
and Europe to Australia. Meanwhile, that mammoth security firm is ever more involved in finding “civilian
applications” for its war technologies. It is also ever more dedicated to bringing the battlefield to the world’s
borderlands, including southern Arizona.
As geographer Joseph Nevins notes, although there are many differences between the political situations of the
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U.S. and Israel, both Israel-Palestine and Arizona share a focus on keeping out “those deemed permanent
outsiders,” whether Palestinians, undocumented Latin Americans, or indigenous people.
Mohyeddin Abdulaziz has seen this “special relationship” from both sides, as a Palestinian refugee whose home
and village Israeli military forces destroyed in 1967 and as a long-time resident of the U.S.-Mexico borderlands.
A founding member of the Southern Arizona BDS Network, whose goal is to pressure U.S. divestment from
Israeli companies, Abdulaziz opposes any program like Global Advantage that will contribute to the further
militarization of the border, especially when it also sanitizes Israel’s “violations of human rights and international
law.”
Such violations matter little, of course, when there is money to be made, as Brigadier General Elkabetz indicated
at that 2012 border technology conference. Given the direction that both the U.S. and Israel are taking when it
comes to their borderlands, the deals being brokered at the University of Arizona look increasingly like matches
made in heaven (or perhaps hell). As a result, there is truth packed into journalist Dan Cohen’s comment that
“Arizona is the Israel of the United States.”
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2015-01-26 Benjamin Fulford says The Greeks end debt slavery, a bad king dies, the Russians
attack, central banks panic and the Davos elite fiddle while the world burns
http://blogdogcicle.blogspot.ca/2015/01/benjamin-fulford-says-greeks-end-debt.html
The world revolution against cabal rule and Babylonian style debt slavery continues to unfold, leaving Europe
and the Middle East in turmoil. The Greeks made the boldest move last week when they kicked out the cabal
slave government and elected a government promising to end debt slavery. The Russians were not far behind
when they took of the gloves and began a full scale military campaign against the cabal mercenary army in
Eastern Ukraine. Also, the cabal slave government in Yemen, located next to Saudi Arabia’s oil fields, was
overthrown last week just as Saudi King Abdullah died.
The European banking system is also in severe turmoil with the European central bank being forced to issue
over one trillion Euros, ostensibly to boost the economy but, in reality, to prevent total collapse of the European
banking system.
These incidents are interrelated parts of a single campaign to liberate the planet from a satanic cabal that is still
trying to start World War 3 in order to permanently enslave humanity.
Also last week, representatives of the group trying to replace the cabal controlled US dollar with the cabal
controlled SDR contacted the White Dragon Society to try to justify their plans. The essence of their message
was that in order to reduce distortions in the world economy caused by the US dollar, they needed to gradually
replace it with the SDR. Basically, it was total gobbledygook disguised in highfalutin financial language.
They were told in clear language that a jubilee, a one-off redistribution of assets and a massive (multi-trillion
dollar) campaign to end poverty and stop environmental destruction were non-negotiable demands. If they failed
to do this, they were told, it was a mathematical certainty their current system would collapse in catastrophic
failure; leading to a French revolution type bloodbath scenario.
The elite themselves, gathering at Davos, Switzerland last week, seemed to be admitting defeat, at least
according to the titles of their panel discussions such as:
“Leadership in crisis; inequality, polarization, paralysis: is public leadership failing?” and “Are existing growth
models failing to deliver jobs and address income inequality?”
https://agenda.weforum.org/2015/01/your-day-by-day-guide-to-davos-highlights/
In case they haven’t figured it out yet, the answer to both their questions is “yes.”
Let us take a closer look at the Greek situation to understand the sort of policies carried out by the people now in
charge of the Western financial world. The Greeks were put under IMF care in 2010. As an economic writer let
me tell you I have seen over and over again over the years the same thing happen when countries fall under the
grip of the IMF. They all told the same thing, “Wring all the money you can out of your people, take all your
resources and hand them over to the international banking mafia.” That is what the outgoing Greek slave
government did. The result was Greek GDP fell 25%, incomes fell 30% and debt rose from 126% of GDP in
2010 to 175% today. To top it off, a lot of their islands are no longer Greek.
The Greeks have finally had enough and elected a government that promises to renounce the debt. They still
want to use the Euro though but, if they do that, they will have to keep taking orders from the Germans. They
would be better off to notice the Russians have offered to send the gas they ship to Europe via Greece (giving
the Greeks fat transshipment fees) and buy Greek produce. If the Greeks issue their own currency, it is true most
of their elite will no longer be able to buy Mercedes Benz cars but, the ensuing inflow of tourists and outflow of
Greek exports would make the average Greeks a lot richer.
It is only a matter of time before the Spanish and the Italians figure out the same thing. The Euro project will only
work if the Mediterranean countries hand over full control to unelected bureaucrats in Brussels and their cabal
overlords. The result of that would be fascism in Europe.
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Now let us look at what the Russians are doing. Following last weeks’ cut off of gas to the perpetually non-paying
Ukrainian Nazi government, they have finally taken off the kid gloves and gone on a full offensive against the
foreign mercenary army in Eastern Ukraine. The Russians are fighting for their homeland, the mercenaries for
money, it is a pretty easy guess as to who will win.
The Russia’s new allies the Turks, together with the Iranians, the Iraqis and the pentagon meanwhile are
continuing their offensive against the Israeli, Saudi Satanist regimes. The death last week of King Abdullah, one
of the nastiest leaders on this planet,
http://rt.com/news/226147-seven-facts-king-abdullah/
marked a major turning point. His senile brother Salman has taken over but that regime, the world’s leading
terrorist financier, is doomed to collapse.
Here, by the way, you can see President Obama bowing and kissing Abdullah’s ring and George Bush Jr.
apparently tongue kissing him.
http://thelibertyblog.org/wp-content/uploads/2012/07/ObamabowsAbdullah1.jpg
http://foodforthethinkers.com/2011/02/11/did-bush-kiss-the-saudi-king/
Remember both the Saudis and the Bushes were deeply involved in the 911 treason against the United States
while Obama still repeats their lies about that incident.
The fall in oil prices and the approaching armies are both precursors of doom for that Satanic regime.
The fall of the cabal/Saudi cabal puppet regime in Yemen last week also marked a turning point. Yemenis have
long regarded their Saudi neighbours as unsophisticated and uncouth camel herders who just happened to have
hit it lucky with oil. The tables are about to turn.
British and French intelligence are now reporting that the Israeli Netanyahu Zionazi or Nazionist regime is losing
much of the Middle Eastern oil income it stole from Iraq due to military losses of the Israeli/Saudi ISIS proxy
army. For that reason, according to a French agent, “The French defense minister was in Riyadh the 4th Jan
2015, and he confirmed that Libya will be invaded within 3 months with the purpose of securing oil for Israel.”
Remember that both France and Israel are run in secret by the Rothschild family. So, what is really going on is
an effort to keep the Rothschilds from going bankrupt by stealing oil from the Middle East and stealing gas from
the Ukraine. Message to the Rothschild family: you are mathematically doomed to bankruptcy and an
international crime spree will not save you. Also, stay out of Libya.
Speaking about going bankrupt, some of the banking victims of the recent plunge in oil prices are beginning to
appear. According to MI5 sources “Standard and Chartered is looking for a new boss as a result of poor
commodity performance and oil, JP Morgan’s exposure to yield non-investment grade oil and gas debt is $99.9
billion, Wells Fargo is $98 bn and Bank of America is $58.7bn.” That is just the tip of the iceberg. The huge
plunge in the Euro has also, for sure, mathematically doomed many banks.
You can be sure plans are being cooked at this very moment to seize ordinary people’s bank accounts in order
to save bankers and banks.
The bottom line is that the European/American economic model based on debt slavery and using proxy armies
to steal resources is no longer functioning. Fiddling with the system using such tricks as negative interest rates
and money printing presses will not work.
What is needed is a Western version of the hybrid central planning/capitalist model the Japanese used to have
(until the Americans forced them to dismantle it) and that the Chinese imitated with great success. The system
needs to be rebooted.
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2015-01-25 I Ching For The Week of January 26, 2015
#51

Zhen The Rousing

Above & Below

Zhen: Shake, arousal, thunder, inspiration, laughter

The Wisdom:

Thunder shakes the roof;
You go back to sleep.
Big thunder comes again;
This time you wake up.

Thunder comes and you are jolted into a clear consciousness and are fully awake, so awake and clear that
you may find it difficult to trust. You have been disturbed and shaken to the core by certain events and
recent difficult decisions that you have made. You cannot avoid this shake-up because you have called for
it. Think back to the silent inner dialogue you have been having with yourself since you started this process,
and the unspoken sentences that began with the pleas to spirit I want…., I wish for… or I want to
release…. This was the call to your teachers and guides. The shaking you feel is the thunderous power of
manifestation; your power of manifestation. It may come as a surprise or sudden shock as you find you
have really done it. True, it is a little inconvenient to have to deal with a shake up at this time, just when you
thought you had everything in order and were and are making important connections on the inner and outer
plain. Fear not, this energy is malleable and you can transmute it into whatever is needed or wanted to
carry you to the next cycle, the next stage of consciousness. It is all part of the cycle of birth, death, and
progressive enlightenment, and you are the magus, the magician.
You will not find who you really are in another, nor will a teacher or a book give a clue, although the people
and events in your life are reflecting something important back to you; that it is the correct time in your
personal growth to acknowledge who you really are, or who you are not. This cycle is where you are clear
enough to examine the lies you have been telling yourself. Uncover and deconstruct them before it is too
late and you begin to take these lies as your truth. If you go there this cycle will be a massive setback
rather than your progression forward.
Find stillness each day where you can listen to your inner voice of wisdom, your intuition, and in this place
celebrate that you have manifested the power to transform yourself by transforming those things around
you into beautiful and beneficial patterns that will replace the old dishonest patterns that got you in the soup
in the first place. Look to all your relationships and be honest with yourself. Are there unresolved issues
hanging that get in the way and are not allowing you to make the leap of trust and love that has been
destined for you by your karma? If so, clear the decks. In these actions you will come up against the
sadness and questioning of the self. Stay your path on this rocky road. Through being composed and
aware as this virtual thunderbolt hits you, you can guide its strength toward the greater good—for yourself
first, then for your family and your comrades in arms, your tribe.
You are awake and feel fear.
Now you have a choice:
You can pull the covers over your head
Or without fear or judgment face your doubts and fears.
Take advantage of this time and hone your character, removing the little flaws and wrinkles that no one else
sees. Through the unexpected strength of these recent challenging events, you are being tempered and
made strong. Fear raises its familiar head and you, with your commitment to personal growth and change
you have summoned these forces of light and you are more than are able to face these fears head-on. No
guarantee that you won’t get burnt a bit by the fire in the fray. This is all in the proper scheme of things. This
thrust is right action, and it is cool, totally okay, and in fact it is part and parcel of the contract you made
with yourself and with spirit when you choose to be born into these challenging times.
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You will survive this thunderous storm that has come, and in so doing you will be ready for the joy and
abundance that you deserve. You won’t find it by going out looking for it; you can only let it find you, just like
true love. So take to heart this hexagram’s guidance. This is the calm after the storm, the dead silence after
a clap of thunder. It is in that calm that you will find the guidance from the forces we so often feel are
outside ourselves. It is not outside yourself, it is yourself. This force is what spirit guides and external
teachers are—representatives of that place of clear intuition within us that can stay calm and on center
even as thunderous events comes to ignite fear, doubt and pain. Staying in your center is the task at hand
—nothing more, nothing less.
The stress and angst that you’ve been feeling will pass as blessings will come to you in manifold ways.
Trust the process and get out of the way! Keep your dignity and be clear, kind, and compassionate—
especially with yourself—through it all. The rewards are greater than great as you flow with the collective
movement toward the greater good that is unfolding now on Planet Earth, stronger than ever before in
human history. You will be met, no doubt about it.
Blessings,
In lak’ech
BobbyK
www.bobbyklein.com
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https://www.facebook.com/bobbykleinOfficial
Retreats: http://theichingweekly.com/medicine-path-retreats/
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